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Don't buy another ounce of gold until you read this report.
In short: The Chinese government has created a secret new gold
investment, which could soon pay you a small fortune.

ռ

China has gone crazy for gold.
Over the past five years, the country's gold consumption has grown by whopping
84%.
In fact, a recent story in the Financial Times reported that "China will overtake India
as the largest consumer of gold this year."
In the same story, a senior banker from London estimated that China had imported
200 tons of gold in the previous three months. He said that "The demand is
unbelievable. The size of the orders is enormous."
But here's the amazing thing few investors realize...
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But here's the amazing thing few investors realize...
Behind the scenes, in a move that has gone almost completely unreported in the
Western press, the Chinese government has helped create a gold investment that
could dwarf the returns of gold bullion, ordinary gold stocks, or any other type of
gold investment you've heard of before.
I can't say with any certainty how much money you could make from this unique
type of investment, but I've already helped some people potential gains of 339%. I
realize that most investors have never made this much on a single investment in
their entire careers, but consider...
This is not the first time Beijing leaders have secretly created such an opportunity:
In the late 1990s, the Chinese government created two similar investments. One (to
help the local insurance industry) went up more than 730% in just a few years... the
other (to aid the energy sector) has gone up about 1,137% over a similar period.
But this is the first time Chinese officials have intervened in this way in the gold
markets—and I expect the result will be a ˔
windfall for savvy investors over the next
few years.
After all, gold is one of the only "buy and hold" investments in the world right now.
It is also the only investment in the world that has gone up EVERY YEAR since
2001. And, remember, China remains the fastest-growing economy on the planet,
with the wealthiest government on Earth.
The point is, if you are interested in an extremely lucrative way to play gold, right
alongside the Chinese government, this is something you should consider.
I can just about guarantee you will not hear about this opportunity in any
mainstream media publication. I heard about it only because of a contact in the
industry, who met recently with officials in Beijing.
I expect the word will soon get out. But until then, you have an incredible
opportunity. Let me show you what's going on...

The #1 Way to Invest
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The #1 Way to Invest
in Gold Right Now
Hi, my name is Matt Badiali.I'm a geologist and researcher for a small firm in
Baltimore, called Stansberry & Associates Investment Research.I'm not sure if you
are aware of this or not, but there's been perhaps only one truly reliable
investment trend over the past 20 years.
Bull markets have come and gone. Stocks have done well during some periods... and
crashed during others. Same with bonds and real estate.
But there's one type of investment that has continued to reliably pay an absolute
fortune.
In short: When the Chinese government creates a new
investment vehicle, by spinning off part of a government entity,
early investors have made a killing.
˔

When the Chinese government realized they needed to improve their insurance
industry, for example, they broke up state-run agencies, and created China Life
Insurance, the only company with a national license. Investors could have made
730% in just under four years.
When the Chinese government realized they needed more industrial supplies for
manufacturing, they spun off state operations and created a firm called Chalco...
which paid more than 2,100% over a five year period. They did the same with
mobile phones, turning state interests into a public company that has provided 715%
gains since becoming available.
And they did the same thing not too long ago in the oil industry...

First oil... now gold
In the 1980s there basically was no "oil business" in China.
But the economy at the time was growing nearly 10% per year... and the government
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But the economy at the time was growing nearly 10% per year... and the government
realized they had to become a major player.
The first thing they did was open up their own reserves for exploration. A
government-created and partially government-owned business called China
National Offshore Oil Corporation received an exclusive right to explore, develop,
and produce oil with overseas partners. Investors have made more than
1,352% on this company since 2001.
Next, the Chinese government rewrote the energy rules, injected billions of dollars of
capital, and in 1999 spun several new businesses out of the state-run China National
Petroleum Corporation (CNPC).
** PetroChina, for example, was set up with the help of Goldman Sachs.
Early investors in Petro China could have made 1,137%.
** Another spin-off from the state-run oil monopoly was a company
called Sinopec. The government still owns 70%. And investors who
got in early could have made 960% in about a seven-year
p◌֔
period.
The point is, China woke up to the fact that they needed to own and control as much
oil as possible, to grow the economy and become a world power.
And now...
What the Chinese government did for oil over the past decade... they are today doing
for gold.
This is a huge development.
You see, most investors don't realize that China is now the world's
largest gold producer (they passed South Africa several years ago).
You see, most investors don't realize that China is now the world's largest gold
producer (they passed South Africa several years ago).
China is also one of the few countries in the world where known gold reserves are
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China is also one of the few countries in the world where known gold reserves are
increasing... not shrinking.
That's why I predict that investing in China's government-created and partnered
gold companies will be one of the easiest ways to see astonishing gains over the next
few years.
Let me explain how it's all going down...

China's Secret Solution
For essentially the past 50 years, no one was allowed to touch gold in China... except
for the government.
But today, that is changing... and in a hurry...
In short, the Chinese government wants more gold.
They realize gold is one of the only buy-and-hold
investments in the world right
p◌֔
now.The Reuter's News Agency reports the Chinese government has more than
$2.45 TRILLION stockpiled... and they are looking for the best ways to deploy this
money.
Right now, only a tiny fraction of China's reserves are in gold.
In fact, the numbers are incredible...
According to the World Gold Council, China has only 1.6% of their reserves in gold.
Meanwhile, 70% of Germany's reserves are in gold. In the U.S. 74% of our reserves
are in gold.
That's amazing isn't it?With all the gold buying China has been doing, they still have
just 1.6% of their reserves in gold.
Also, take a quick look at this March 2011 chart from the World Gold Council. It
shows how, over all, the U.S. government has more than 7-times the gold
reserves as the Chinese government.
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Rank

Country/Agency Gold (tonnes) %of Reserves

1. United States

8,133.5

73.8%

2. Germany

3,401.0

69.8%

3. Int. Monetary Fund

2,814.0

4. Italy

2,451.8

68.0%

5. France

2,435.4

64.8%

6. China

1,054.1

1.6%

The point is, China is looking to move up in the ranks... and fast.
As a result, they have made some major changes...
For starters, the Ministry of Land and Resources has completely rewritten the
country's mining laws (known as the Minerals and Resources Law) to encourage
local and foreign companies to explore for and produce more gold.
p◌֔

The government has also recently created the Shanghai Gold Exchange, to allow
anyone to trade gold, on the open market, without government interference. And
The People's Bank of China has ordered retail banks to actively develop gold-backed
financial products.
But most importantly, the government has quietly gotten behind
a handful of publicly traded gold companies.
I believe these deals could make you extraordinary gains over
the next few years.
Let me show you the specifics, and why I believe this could make you so much
money.
Remember, this is all happening incredibly fast in China—just like it did in the oil
industry, where investors in Sinopec made 336% in 10 months... investors in
PetroChina made 216% in less than year... and investors in China National made
102% in five months.
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Twenty years ago, China produced an inconsequential amount of gold. Today, China
is the #1 gold-producing nation in the world...
And these new government deals are poised to make some smart investors quite
wealthy, very soon...

Investment #1: Gold Partnering
with the government
When it comes to gold mining in China, it's a whole different world than what we're
used to in America...The Chinese don't conform to international mineral reporting
standards...there's no NI43-101 disclosure form for mining companies, like we have
here at home. And instead of a handful of giant companies running the industry, like
we're used to, it's basically thousands of small operations scattered across the
country.
In short, it's like the American Wild West.钐◌֔
That's why having the government on your side can make all the difference in the
world...
For example, there are several gold mining companies with government connections
that have a very good chance at making you several times your money in the next
few years...
GOVERNMENT GOLD PARTNER #1:
The first gold company I want to tell you about has deep connections with the
Chinese government.
For example, they have a long-term deal with the China National Gold to "review
third party mining operations and exploration projects in China that may be of
interest to both parties."
Also, part of this company was actually formed by key members of China's National
Non-Ferrous Metals Industry Corporation, a state-owned company.
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Non-Ferrous Metals Industry Corporation, a state-owned company.
It's no surprise, of course, that this company is the largest gold foreign producer in
China today... and controls the country's 2nd largest mine.
In short, there's no foreign company in China that can get projects done like this
firm can. I think it's absolutely a no-brainer to own the biggest foreign producer in
the world's #1 gold-mining country.
The important point is, this is the best gold producer in China and among the
top gold producers in the world.
I believe very strongly that this company will become the next major gold producer,
right up there with Goldcorp, Barrick, and Newmont. If you buy this investment at
the right time, and at the right price, you could easily make several hundred percent
on your money over the next few years.
Remember, we saw what happened when the Chinese government got behind
several promising oil companies. Investors made more than 1,000% gains over a
several-year period.
֙
栠◌

GOVERNMENT GOLD PARTNER #2:

The next China gold company I recommend you own signed a 30-year joint-venture
agreement with the provincial mineral resource agency Qinghai Geological Survey
Institute in 2003.
It spent the next six years exploring and drilling what will soon become a very
profitable new Chinese gold mine.
The company also received a 35-year business license from the Chinese government
(which allows it to work in China through 2033) and recently signed a deal with
China's largest national gold producer.
This company is likely to skyrocket in the next few years, as production takes off. It
will probably take about 9 years to get the full 1.5 million ounces of gold out of the
ground. Early investors have the opportunity tomake an absolute fortune during that
time.
The time to buy is NOW!
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The time to buy is NOW!
GOVERNMENT GOLD PARTNER #3:
There's also another gold company I recommend you buy immediately.
I'm not going to say a lot about it here, except for the fact that it is a very small firm,
which has partnered with the government on a large gold project... and it might be
the best gold value in the entire country.
Right now, for example, you can own shares in this company for just a little more
than the value of its cash and securities. In other words, you are essentially getting
the gold holdings for free.
This is the type of opportunity I love in China. The stock is extremely safe and
cheap... the government is involved... and the tiny company could pay you an
extraordinary gain over the next few years.
I believe early investors have the chance to make 500% or more over the next five
◌֔
years, if the development of this company钐plays
out as I expect.
And this brings me to a fourth government opportunity I haven't even mentioned
yet...

Better than gov't-owned gold?
I've described how the Chinese government is creating partnerships and spin-offs to
develop the local gold industry.
Well... they are also spending a fortune to develop the local silver industry.
In a nutshell, the government is bringing in an experienced business to consolidate
small mines, and to make them more efficient and profitable (while remaining
partially government-owned).
And the good news for us is, there's basically one silver mining company from
Canada that has quietly become the government's favorite partner.
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As I'll show you, this company is growing at a wildly fantastic pace. It is extremely
profitable. And yes, it has the government as a direct partner on several of its
holdings.
In the Ying mining district, for example, this small Canadian company has worked
with the Chinese government to consolidate a group of mines, and has since turned
them into a very profitable operation.
Today, this company produces millions of ounces of silver every year—all in China.
It is the cheapest mining company of its type in the world, by far. And it
has partnered with the Chinese government in a handful of projects.
And get this: Despite operating for just several years, this company is already the
largest silver producer in China... but is virtually unknown in America.
I cannot say this strongly enough: You may never get another chance
like this in your investment career... to buy such a cheap and wildly
profitable mining company at the
beginning of what I see as a huge
֔
钐◌very
uptrend.
Overall, this company has grown its resources by an incredible 360% in roughly four
years.
That's remarkable. And impossible to do in the U.S. or Canada... or any other
developed country.
That's why China is the absolute best place in the world to grow a new mining
company.
Better still, we have a business that has no debt, almost $223 million in cash, and in
large part because they are partnered with the government, has NEVER been turned
down for a mining license.
My extremely conservative estimate for this company is a gain of at least 200% over
the next two years. After that, the sky really is the limit.
Most investors don't realize that silver has actually returned more than gold over the
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Most investors don't realize that silver has actually returned more than gold over the
past 10 years... and I believe silver could easily increase 500% from today's prices.
I would not be surprised if this company ultimately becomes one of the most
profitable stocks I recommend in my entire career.
Of course, I can't promise how much any of these companies are going to return over
the next few years—there are no guarantees in the investment world.
But keep in mind: When mining companies get in early on new territories, they have
a history of making investors an awful lot of money...
* A company called Rangold was instrumental in early mining operations
in Mali. It has returned 1,140% in roughly the past six years.
* Keegan Resources got in early in Ghana, in West Africa, and has paid
investors 1,666% in about two years.
* A company called Buenaventure got in early in Peru's mining business...
钐◌֔
and has paid investors 1,293% over the past decade.
* And Barrick Gold... one of the companies that has made a business of
being able to get in early in places like Peru, Argentina, and Tanzania, has
returned a whopping 11,204% since going public.
I believe now is the perfect time to get in early on China's mining business, especially
when you can have the government on your side.
And here's how I recommend you do it...

The New Secret of Getting
Rich in the Next 5 Years
As I mentioned earlier, my name is Matt Badiali. I'm a geologist.
I have a Masters of Science (M.Sc.) in geology and more than 15 years of industry
and research experience.
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and research experience.
You see, for years I wanted to take my expertise in resource companies and help
people understand the business... and make some good money at the same time. So,
a few years ago I joined a research team called Stansberry & Associates, which
includes a PhD in finance, a former CitiGroup bond trader,Certified Financial
Analyst, and the former head of a California brokerage firm..
I learned their trade. And they learned a bit of mine.
And – for the past four years – I've leveraged my knowledge of the industry to help
thousands of everyday Americans see huge gains by researching and writing about
precious metals and energy-related plays.
I've been studying China's gold (and silver) industry very closely for the past few
years.
As I mentioned, China is the world's largest producer of gold in the world today, and
the third-largest producer of Silver.
钐◌֔

But this industry is still in its infancy. When China's exploration and production
techniques get better, China will dominate the world's gold production in an even
bigger way. You have to remember that for basically the past 50 years, China had
essentially NO precious metals industry.
But now the sleeping giant is waking up.
I hope you'll join me for what I believe will be a very profitable ride.
Remember, China is by far the richest government in the world (with trillions in
reserves)... yet today, according to the World Gold Council, they have only 1.6% of
these reserves in gold!
That's an astonishingly low number... when you consider that the U.S. has 74% of
our reserves in gold... and Germany has 70% of its reserves in gold.
Heck, even countries like Venezuela, Austria, and Slovakia have more than 50% of
their foreign reserves in gold.
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China has a lot of catching up to do... and they'd got the money to do it!
Right now, China is poised to become the largest gold buyer in the world, according
to The Financial Times of London. That's one of the reasons why I think this will
probably be the easiest way to make a heck of a lot of money over the next few years.
I've done a ton of research on this opportunity over the past year and half, and have
put everything you need to know about gold and silver mining in China into my
latest Research Report, called: Government-Backed Gold and Silver—How to
Make 10-Times Your Money in China.
In this report, I carefully go over all of the gold and silver mining operations you
need to know about in China. Then, I explain exactly which ones I think you should
own immediately. I'll tell you how to do it... what price to pay... how to get the best
deal... and approximately how long I think you'll be holding.
The best part is, I'd like to send you this report, free of charge.
钐◌֔

In short, it's the first thing you will receive if you take a no-risk trial subscription to
my monthly investment newsletter, called The Stansberry & Associates (S&A)
Resource Report.
You see, as a geologist, I focus not only on gold and silver, but also other natural
resources including uranium, copper, natural gas, oil, water, and rare earth metals,
just to name a few.
Right now, I'm particularly interested in several gold and silver opportunities.
I told you about the situation I've uncovered in China.
Well... there's another pretty extraordinary opportunity I'm very excited about too...

The Greatest Business
in the World
I'm not sure how much you know about the precious metals business, but probably
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I'm not sure how much you know about the precious metals business, but probably
the best way to make money in this industry is not as an explorer... or producer.
Instead, it's to get a foothold on profitable mining royalties.
The way it works is, several smart geologists buy up the "royalty rights" to some of
the world's most productive and lucrative mines.
And get this: These guys don't do any digging, production, or actual mining... they
simply get paid lucrative "royalties" as the metals come out of the ground. It's an
incredibly simple and lucrative business.
One of the first companies to do this in the gold industry was an operation called
Franco-Nevada, which got its start in the mid-1980s.
This royalty set-up paid investors an average of 38% gains for 18 years! Absolutely
incredible.
◌֔
That means 2,404% after 10钐years...
and an incredible 32,000%
over the full 18 years... which turns a $5,000 investment into
$1.6 million!

Another company to set up a similar royalty business more recently was a firm called
Royal Gold. Again, they don't do any mining, digging, exploring, etc. All they do is
buy up royalty streams to lucrative mining operations, and wait for the money to roll
in.
Since 2001, the company has returned a whopping 1,589%. In fact, Royal Gold has
gone up even during times when practically everything else went down. Consider:
During the market meltdown of 2008, while just about every investment in the
world got crushed, Royal Gold returned a solid 55% gain.
It's incredible. Owning royalty stakes in the world's best mining operations is a
low-risk, inexpensive, and simple way to make a small fortune, especially in a
precious metals bull market like we're in right now.
In fact, mining royalties may be the best business model in the world.
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In fact, mining royalties may be the best business model in the world.
And I haven't even told you the best part...
Not too long ago, a company went public on the American Stock
Exchange, which does the same thing... but with Silver royalties
instead of gold.
In just the past six month, this stock has gone up 27%. But as we've seen with other
royalty businesses... these gains are just the very tip of the iceberg.
Right now, the potential in silver is absolutely incredible... and this tiny silver royalty
company is the only business of its kind in the world. I expect a safe and simple
investment today could return many times your money over the next few years.
If you'd like the details on this situation, I've published everything in my latest
report: The Greatest Business in the World. Keep in mind: This company went
public in the U.S. just a few years ago... yet bring in more than $400 million a year!
钐◌֔

Again, this Research Report will be among the first things I send you when you take
a trial subscription to my monthly research advisory, called The S&A Resource
Report.
Is the type of research I do appropriate for you?
I don't know. But let me tell you a little bit about it so you can decide for yourself...

The world's best-kept
mining secrets... REVEALED
My passion is research... and finding great investments no one else is talking about.
These are the opportunities you're not likely to hear about from mainstream news
and media sources... the ones with the greatest potential for the biggest gains.
For example...
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In 2009, I found a company that was revolutionizing the silver mining
business. Their business model was unlike anything else out there... providing
the opportunity for huge upside gain, with little downside risk. We closed out
of that position for a 345% gain.

In 2007, I found a Brazilian company that was on the verge of becoming one of
the largest oil companies in the world. I made the recommendation to my
readers in February, and in roughly the next 17 months, the stock split and
shot up 166%.

Last year, I learned about a company (Jinshan Mines) that had secured one of
the world's great un-mined gold deposits in Asia. When I found this, no one
was talking about it. After my recommendation, my readers had the chance to
make more than 330%.
In fact, over the past few years, I've helped my readers get in on many great
钐◌֔
opportunities in the energy and mining fields, which are seldom covered by
mainstream news sources.
For example, my readers have had the chance to see gains as high as...
322% on a gold company called Northern Dynasty
270% on a small Chinese silver miner called Silvercorp
156% on a company called Mag Silver
93% on a small gold company called Cumberland Resources
195% on a Brazilian oil producer called Petrobras
100% on a small oil and gas explorer called Kodiak Oil & Gas
101% on an oil seismic mapping company called CGG Veritas
108% on a small oil producer called Occidental Petroleum
117% on a small deepwater drilling firm called Stone Energy
98% on a steel alloy technology for deep-sea drilling (Allegheny
Technologies)
I don't know of another Research Service in the country that has a track record as
good as ours today.
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In fact, currently, as of April 2011, we have 32 recommendations in our portfolio. 27
of them are showing good gains, some as big as 104%, 113%, and 91%.
This is probably why The S&A Resource Report research also has many mining
and energy industry professionals who follow our work:

30-year Amoco Veteran:
"Matt Badiali's Report my favorite newsletter... and I would recommend it to anyone.
- Mike Hourihan, retired from BP/Amoco after 30-year career

Director Of NYSE Company
"Your letter, in many instances, has confirmed good ideas under consideration and
at other times introduced new ideas, which have proven to be very profitable! I look
forward to your report each month and find it to be extremely valuable. Keep up the
good work!"
- Gerald Wilson, director of a NYSE listed E&P company.

9-Year Energy Industry Veteran钐◌֔
"I know all the big names in energy and energy services... but the S&A Resource
Report has introduced me to faster growing, small energy service companies that
are performing extremely well. I am very satisfied with the performance of these
investments overall."
- Harold Dickens., PhD., 9-years in global energy services
Of course, I can't say for sure if the S&A Resource Report is right for you. But to
help you decide, here's what I propose...
Try the S&A Resource Report for the next 4 months and make a decision
whenever you are ready.
Here's what I mean...
Simply start trial subscription today, and you'll have instant access to:
Research Report #1 – Government-Backed Gold and Silver: How to
Make 10-Times Your Money in China
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Research Report #2 – The Greatest Business in the World.
Plus, every month you'll receive my Resource Report advisory letter, delivered to
you on the first Tuesday of each month, first by e–mail, then by regular mail too.
You'll also receive our daily market reports, sent by e-mail, also at no extra charge.
Over the next four months, take your time and decide if the S&A Resource Report is
right for you. If not, I'll send you a FULL refund, and you can keep everything you've
received up until that point.
How much does the S&A Resource Report cost?
I think it's ridiculously cheap, especially considering all you receive, and the time,
money, and effort we put into this work. The truth is, just one of the investment
ideas I'll share with you could help you make many times the subscription price.
And it's not just me saying this...
钐◌֔

"I think that the S&A Resource Report provides the best
financial advice I have ever had, bar none... Parker Drilling Co. I
bought at $2.75 and now it is at $5.07 for an 84% increase. I have
subscribed to several newsletters in the past but none have delivered the
kind of returns I am seeing here."
-- Doug Patelli, Albany, NY
"Matt, I have used your advisories a lot. On Northern Dynasty
Minerals I made 167% and on Parker Drilling Company 161%."
-- Karl Blanchard, Austin, TX
"I have bought stock in the four companies you mentioned and as of
today my profits are in excess of $4,000. Far better results and
profits than any previous service."
-- Jared Plumber, Tacoma, WA
"Sold Rowan Companies and a total of $2265.08. As you can see I'm away head of
the game. Thanks to your letters... [I'm] up $31,552.93 to date for this
year. -- Jason Murdock, Dover, DE
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year. -- Jason Murdock, Dover, DE
Before I give you the details on how to get started, however, I'd like to tell you about
one more exciting and overlooked opportunity you can take advantage of right now
in the gold market...

Major Gold Development Trending Now
Now normally, I recommend very conservative investments, in which you could
make good money, without taking big risks.
But occasionally, I come across a "speculation" in which the odds are so heavily
stacked in our favor... and the potential outcome is so good, that it's worth taking on
a bit more risk, for off-the-chart gains.
In short, I have found one of those situations right now.
The situation is this...
濰◌֕

Recently, the provincial government of British Columbia – along with the Federal
Government of Canada – approved the construction of a new, 200-mile power line.
Why is this significant?
Because this new high-voltage power line – called the Northwest Transmission Line
– is scheduled to cut right through the heart of a series of massive untapped gold
formations.
You see, for the most of that last 150 years this area has been off-limits to mining
companies because of its remote location and lack of power infrastructure.
But this soon-to-be-completed power line is going to turn this region – dubbed the
"Golden Triangle" by many top geologists – into THE big story in the mining world.
What's so special about this region?
Well...
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One of the gold deposits in the area, for example, is so prolific that one geologist
called it "the highest grade gold I've seen in my career... and I've been in the business
since 1976." And it's getting bigger with each land survey. Since its initial discovery,
reserves have increased by almost 500%.
Another deposit, located practically right next door, contains even more gold. In fact,
the Vancouver Sun recently called this property "The largest gold deposit ever found
in Canada."
Today, you have the rare opportunity to get into a small handful of mining outfits,
well before this story becomes mainstream news.
Plus, the few stocks that are involved are ones that no one on Wall Street covers. You
read that right. The companies that control some of the most valuable and important
parts of the "Golden Triangle" today... are not covered by a single analyst on Wall
Street!
Do you see what I mean when I said the odds
are heavily stacked in our favor?
ּ֕נ
The point is, today this opportunity is still way off the radar of the mainstream
investment world.
That's why the share prices of some of the companies in the Golden Triangle right
now are trading for practically nothing... compared to the value of the minerals they
control.
With that said, I don't think this situation will remain a secret for very long.
As the time to mine these huge deposits gets closer... word will leak out to the
mainstream press and to the investing masses. And that's when the share prices of
these tiny stocks could really start to move.
If this sounds like an opportunity you'd like to get in on, I've written a special report
that covers everything you need to know in full called Mining the Riches of the
Golden Triangle.
In this report, I carefully go over all of the mining operations you need to know
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In this report, I carefully go over all of the mining operations you need to know
about in the region. Then, I explain exactly which ones I think you should consider
owning immediately. I'll tell you how to do it... what price to pay... how to get the
best deal... and approximately how long I think you'll be holding.
And you'll have access to it, free of charge, as soon as you agree to take a trial
subscription to my monthly Resource Report advisory.
The price of The Resource Report, by the way, is $99 per year.
But today I'd like to offer you the chance to try my research for less than HALF the
regular price. You'll pay just $39 for an entire year or my work, including everything
mentioned here.
Why so cheap?
Well, I figure the best advertising for my research is to let you see the actual work
and the results for yourself. And to encourage you to give it a try, I'd like to give you
the opportunity to review The Resource䨀Report
at the cheapest price we've ever
ϔ
offered.
And remember: You'll have the next four (4) months to make up your mind.

In other words, by taking advantage of this offer, YOU ARE AGREEING
ONLY TO TRY MY WORK, TO SEE IF YOU LIKE IT.

If not, we will simply part ways as friends, and you will be entitled to a FULL
REFUND. You can keep everything I've sent you, my compliments.
I hope to hear from you right away. There are several extraordinary investment
opportunities in gold and silver right now.
I hope you take advantage of them.
Good Investing,
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